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Tämä diplomityö käy läpi kanonisella toimintatutkimuksella tehdyn projektin, jonka
tavoitteena oli parantaa ketteriä julkaisusuunnittelukäytäntöjä asiakasorganisaatiossa.
Ohjelmistotuotanto-organisaatioille on tärkeää pystyä suunnittelemaan tehtävää työ-
tä tehokkaasti ja tavalla, joka tukee ohjelmistotuotantoa. Tutkimus vastaa seuraaviin
kysymyksiin [1]Mitä ongelmia voi olla ohjelmistotuotanto-organisaation ketterissä
juslkaisusuunnittelukäytännöissä? [2]Mitä havaittuja vaikutuksia on sillä, että ottaa
käyttöön uusia käytäntöjä tuoteomistajien roolin kohdistuvan rasituksen vähen-
tämiseksi? Onko ketterässä julkaisusuunnittelussa parannusta? Työn tärkeimmät
löydökset ovat että tuoteomistajien rooliin voi kohdistua rasitusta, että vaihtuvat
prioriteetit voi haitata julkaisusuunnittelua, ja että osallistujien on haastava ehdottaa
parannuksia julkaisusuunnitteluun. Tulokset vaikuttavat siltä, että aktiivinen, yhtei-
nen ja strukturoitu parannuskanava tuoteomistajille voi auttaa julkaisusuunnittelun
kehittämisessä ja että yhteiset tapaamiset ja aktiviteetit tuoteomistajille voi edistää
tuoteomistajien yhteishenkeä.
Avainsanat Ketterä julkaisusuunnittelu, kanoninen toimintatutkimus, tuoteomistaja
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1 Introduction
At Accountor Finago Oy there was some dissatisfaction in the software development
organization towards how development work was planned. At the same time I was
in need of a thesis topic. Bringing these together we decided on an action research
project with the stated goal of making some improvement in the organization’s agile
release planning practices.

I take the stance that agile release planning is all the activities that go into
answering the question of what work an agile software development organization
intends to do in the near future. The resulting answer is the release plan. The
release plan has no inherent value, only instrumental value insofar as it can help the
organization reach its goals. Hence, it is also important to consider how the release
plan is used. While it could be used for several things, this thesis is mainly focused
on the use of the release plan to support development work. The distinction of agile
in the term agile release planning is to differentiate from planning that is not agile
like traditional plan-driven development.

The research project lead on an explorative journey of discovery. The journey
ultimately answers the following questions:

RQ1: What issues can exist in a software development organization’s agile release
planning practices?

RQ2: What are the perceived effects of introducing practices to counteract strain
for Product Owners? Is there an improvement in agile release planning?

The rest of this thesis has five sections. In section 2 I go over some of the relevant
literature. Section 3 explains the research framework used and the methods used
for each distinct phase of that framework. In section 4 I present the results of each
of those phases. In section 5 I discuss the answers to the research questions and
reflect on the limitations of the research and suitability of the methods used. Finally
in section 6 I conclude with the contributions of this thesis for both research and
practice.
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2 Background and related work

2.1 Agile release planning
Let us first go over what agile release planning is, how a release plan is formed and
used, and what effects the planning practices used have on organizations according
to the literature.

At its core agile release planning is the act of selecting what requirements should
be implemented next in some software development context. Ameller et al. (2016)
presents a comprehensive survey of existing mathematical models for software release
planning, all of which produce at least the output of a list of requirements to implement
from a defined list of candidate requirements.

While research into such release planning models is not strictly relevant for this
thesis, they can still be informative as to what parts agile release planning and release
plans are thought to consist of. It is also good to point out that empirical studies of
agile release planning have found such models lacking in practice (Heikkilä, 2015).

The inputs for these release planning models contain among other things effort
estimates for the requirements, dependencies between requirements, time constraints
like deadlines for particular requirements and resource constraints like a requirement
needing some specific skills to implement (Ameller et al., 2016). The models also
need to consider the different business value of requirements and the interests of
different stakeholders (Ameller et al., 2016).

In a dissertation consisting of three case studies Heikkilä (2015) finds that agile
release planning is good at mediating the interests of different stakeholders compared
to more plan-driven forms of development.

Of course, to be able to evaluate these inputs some definition of the requirements
is needed. In a systematic review of existing literature Inayat et al. (2015) notes
that in agile requirements engineering user stories are often used. However a simple
backlog of user stories is not enough for many development organizations, instead
larger development organizations may opt for a hierarchical requirements model
(Heikkilä et al., 2017).

More than written documentation for requirements, agile release planning relies
on face-to-face communication (Inayat et al., 2015). All in all agile release planning
has reduced many communication problems that would lead to misunderstood require-
ments (Inayat et al., 2015). Thanks in part to the limited documentation and the
emphasis on direct communication, agile release planning is seen as a comparatively
efficient process (Heikkilä, 2015; Heikkilä et al., 2017).

To understand dependencies between requirements at least some technical un-
derstanding of the requirements is needed. Heikkilä (2015) finds that planning
product architecture is challenging within agile release planning. Accounting for
non-functional requirements has also proven difficult (Inayat et al., 2015). Overall
the use of agile release planning can lead to the growth of technical debt (Heikkilä
et al., 2017).

The outputs for the release planning models, on top of a list of requirements to
complete next, can include the priority of those requirements, a schedule for their
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completion and assignments of tasks to developers (Ameller et al., 2016). Prioritized
requirements are among the more commonly reported traits of agile release planning
in practice (Inayat et al., 2015). A release plan also has to output what that plan
is. The requirements have to be communicated and understood in order to be
implemented.

Release plans should not be set in stone once made. The agile manifesto promotes
valuing responding to change over following a plan (Beck et al., 2001). In a proposed
model for continuous release planning Ameller et al. (2017) suggest triggering a
re-plan whenever there is a change in dependencies, effort, availability, skills or cost.
Use of some form of continuous release planning in large agile organizations has also
been seen in studies (Heikkilä et al., 2017). In fact some level of continuous planning
has been commonly reported as a part of agile release planning (Inayat et al., 2015).
In general, the increased flexibility of agile release planning methods is perceived as
a benefit (Heikkilä et al., 2017).

To make these adjustments progress on the release plan has to be followed
somehow. Ameller et al. (2017) note that the continuous planning method should be
able to warn of possible risks like schedule overruns. Regular customer feedback on
work as requirements are completed is also a regular part of agile release planning
(Inayat et al., 2015). Then that feedback can be acted on as necessary.

For research which is more immediately relevant to this thesis there are a dis-
sertation containing three case studies by Heikkilä (2015), a multi-case case study
by Heikkilä et al. (2017), and a systematic literature review by Inayat et al. (2015).
All three of them answer some version of the question what issues are there in agile
release planning. I will go over reported issues that seem relevant for the focus of
this research. Heikkilä (2015) finds challenges with balancing between specialized
and generalist teams, and planning the product architecture. Heikkilä et al. (2017)
adds that there are problems with balancing planning effort, pressure towards over-
commitment from product management, defining the role of Product Owners, lack
of planning and problem solving methods that are not team specific, and growing
technical debt. Furthermore Inayat et al. (2015) lists as challenges budget and time
estimation, neglecting non-functional requirements, and responding to requirements
change.

In summary, agile release planning is a complex process consisting of many
different inter-dependent activities. There is a wide range of interactions to consider
and a broad human element to understand in order to study the agile release planning
of any organization. Finally it seems noteworthy to mention that even though I
use the term release planning for this process, the process is not strictly tied to the
actual release of the software.

2.2 The role of product owners in Scrum
The Scrum Guide (Schwaber and Sutherland, 2020) says of the Product Owner: ‘The
Product Owner is responsible for maximizing the value of the product resulting from
work of the Development Team’. Judy and Krumins-Beens (2008) describe that to be
successful in this role Product Owners should share ownership of the vision, priorities
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and execution with their team while remaining accountable to the outcome. Great
Product Owners should lead their teams rather than manage or control them (Judy
and Krumins-Beens, 2008). This requires intensive collaboration between the team
and the Product Owner (Judy and Krumins-Beens, 2008). The Product Owner also
needs to have unrestricted authority within their organization to make the necessary
decisions for their team (Sverrisdottir et al., 2014).

Sverrisdottir et al. (2014) finds that the Product Owner has a make or break
role in the success of development teams, and that the role needs very skilled people.
The Product Owner is central to providing their team visibility into the future in
projects and they need to manage the expectations of and communicate with all
relevant stakeholders (Sverrisdottir et al., 2014). Oomen et al. (2017) studied what
competences make for successful Product Owners. Backlog management is identified
as the main predictor of team effectiveness, while relationship management and user
support skills predict both team effectiveness and stakeholder satisfaction (Oomen
et al., 2017). Kuusinen and Mikkonen (2013) add that the Product Owner also needs
to build a long-term view of UX into the development work.

In a large project with several teams a single Product Owner cannot reasonably
handle all the teams. In a multiple-case study Paasivaara et al. (2012) identify
two patterns for scaling the role of the product owner: either having Area Product
Owners, who serve as Product Owner for defined areas of the project, or having
Proxy Product Owners, who serve as representatives of a Chief Product Owner
for development teams. Either way the Product Owners should form a Product
Owner team, each Product Owner should communicate frequently with their Scrum
team, and the Product Owner team should have both technical and business domain
experience (Paasivaara et al., 2012). It is especially important that all teams have
clear priorities for their work in large projects (Paasivaara et al., 2012).

In a qualitative interview study of 45 practitioners in different organizations Bass
(2015) defines nine functions that Product Owners fill in scaled agile organizations
with distributed development: groom, prioritiser, release master, technical architect,
governor, communicator, traveller, intermediary, and risk assessor. The breadth of
functions of the Product Owner extend beyond the scope and skill of any single
individual (Bass, 2015). Bass (2015) suggests forming an explicit team of Product
Owners to collaborate over the defined functions.

When development organizations are distributed over multiple locations there are
significant considerations for Product Owners. Paasivaara et al. (2012) recommends
preferring Proxy or Area Product Owners that are co-located with their Scrum teams.
When the development of a feature is split over different locations the Product
Owners for the teams should have active pair work for collaboration (Paasivaara
et al., 2012).

In a case study in an organization with 13 development teams Berntzen et al.
(2019) describe ways Product Owners can coordinate with each other and their teams.
The Product Owner team should have frequent meetings and workshops to share
knowledge and discuss goals (Berntzen et al., 2019). A clear and predefined agenda
keeps such meetings as efficient use of time and resources (Berntzen et al., 2019).

Berntzen et al. (2019) also recommends having regular retrospectives with the
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Product Owner team, which can help improve coordination, strengthen knowledge
sharing, and build mutual respect and trust between the Product Owners.
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3 Research methods
The research project used the framework of canonical action research as presented
by Davison et al. (2004) and Davison et al. (2012). Additionally the work of Staron
(2020) was followed for ideas on the specific application of action research within
the field of software engineering. Staron (2020) takes a positivist stance on research.
Davison et al. (2004) takes a broader view, all though they note that: ‘it is impractical
to develop principles and criteria that will guide all epistemological positions and
indeed all forms of AR’. This thesis is grounded thoroughly in an constructivist view,
hence the latter was used.

In this section I will first present an overview of the framework of canonical action
research. Then I will cover the methods applied within each distinct phase of the
research cycle.

Of note for the reader is that the research questions for this thesis along with
their more detailed explanations can be found in the results for the researcher-client
agreement and action planning. The researcher-client agreement sets the goal for this
entire thesis which naturally translates into a research question. Since the research
in action research should be inherently tied to the action that is taken, and since
together with the client we wanted to go into this project with an open mind on
possible actions, it seems useful that the research questions should reflect that. Hence
additional questions were added during action planning.

3.1 Canonical action research
Action research is a research methodology centered around taking action within the
context of the research (Staron, 2020). The research actively drives change in a real
world context through action, but there can be a rather broad definition for what
action means (Davison et al., 2004). This change should be to the benefit of the
organization it is taken in (Davison et al., 2004), and it should lead to the generation
of knowledge or theory (Staron, 2020).

Action research has a long history in social sciences and information systems,
and has recently become more common in the field of software engineering (Staron,
2020). The balance of academic and industry interests make it an excellent way of
studying software engineering in practice.

There are many different forms of action research of which what is called canon-
ical action research(CAR) is followed here. Davison et al. (2004) describes CAR
as iterative, rigorous, and collaborative. That means that the research follows a
cyclical model, each iteration should be carefully planned, and the research should
be conducted together with the client.

Figure 1 shows the research cycle for CAR. Each cycle consists of the distinct
phases of diagnosis, action planning, intervention, evaluation and learning (Davison
et al., 2004). These should take place within an explicit researcher-client agreement
that sets the goal, focus and scope of the research (Davison et al., 2004). The cycles
are iterated until the goals of the research are met or some other exit condition is
filled (Davison et al., 2004). The separate method sections for each phase of the
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Entrance

Diagnosis Action Planning Intervention

Learning Evaluation

Exit

Researcher–Client Agreement

Figure 1: Structure of the canonical action research cycle (Davison et al., 2004)

cycle will explain the goals and purpose of those phases.
Staron (2020) notes that iterations in action research typically take three to six

months with the first iterations usually at the longer end. The recommended time
for a master’s thesis is six months, therefore only one iteration can reasonably be
completed.

There are inherent challenges to balancing the interests of practice and academia.
For action research to work it has to be genuinely valuable for the client, and it has
to result in valid research. Davison et al. (2004) presents five principles for CAR:

1. the Principle of the Researcher–Client Agreement

2. the Principle of the Cyclical Process Model

3. the Principle of Theory

4. the Principle of Change through Action

5. the Principle of Learning through Reflection

These principles aim to support research that is both rigorous and relevant to practice.
Each principle is accompanied by several criteria in the form of questions that help
understand what the principles mean (Davison et al., 2004). These criteria and the
questions they are expressed with are hopefully answered within this thesis.

Davison et al. (2012) expands on the principles by introducing the concepts
of instrumental theory and focal theory to action research. This seeks to address
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challenges in applying the principle of theory in practice. Instrumental theory refers
to the theoretical framework by which observations are made, data is collected, and
analysed (Davison et al., 2012). Focal theory should guide what action is planned
and explain how that action solves issues discovered during diagnosis (Davison et al.,
2012). These two concepts are distinct from one another, but clearly the chosen
theories need to support each other.

3.2 Diagnosis
The goal of the diagnosing phase is to identify the problem that will be tried to
solve by the action research (Staron, 2020). It also serves to understand the current
context within which the action will be taken (Staron, 2020). And thirdly, it can
provide a baseline against which later findings in the research cycle can be reflected
(Staron, 2020).

The instrumental theory during diagnosis could most aptly be described as
lightweight grounded theory, insofar that no existing theoretical framework was
applied. Instead the discovered findings and formed theory was grounded in the data.
This again reflects the desire with the client to be open about the choice of action.

Data for the diagnosis was collected using semi-structured interviews. Semi-
structured interviews are a suitable method for studying perceptions on complex
issues (Kallio et al., 2016). This fits the needs of understanding the release planning
practices well.

The interviews roughly followed a prepared interview guide that helped ensure
essential questions were covered and provided rigor over the different interviews
(Kallio et al., 2016). Follow up questions were asked where interesting or new
information came up.

After identifying the suitability of semi-structured interviews, forming an interview
guide should consist of retrieving existing knowledge on the subject, creating an
initial interview guide, pilot testing that guide, and finally using it for the interview
(Kallio et al., 2016). The full interview guide should also be published as a part of
the study (Kallio et al., 2016). Initial questions were drafted based on a review of
literature on agile release planning. Minor adjustments were made to the guide after
the first interview. The full interview guide can be seen in appendix A.

Interviewees were selected using purposeful sampling to ensure different views in
the data and to maximize the richness of that data (DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree,
2006). Seven people were interviewed. The participants consisted of four developers,
one architect, one Product Owner and one Scrum master. One of the participants
was from the organization’s Polish office.

The interviews were conducted over video calls, because of the ongoing social
distancing and remote work guidelines during the summer of 2020. Microsoft Teams
was used for the purpose, since it was already in use in the organization and familiar
for the interviewees. After going over the purpose of the interview and affirming
consent for recording, the video call was recorded using the provided functionality in
Teams.

Analysis of the data was done directly based on the recordings of the interviews.
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Transcribing the interviews was omitted as cumbersome and unnecessary (Halcomb
and Davidson, 2006; Parameswaran et al., 2020). The analysis followed a pattern
adapted from suggestions by Halcomb and Davidson (2006):

1. Recording the interview and taking field notes

2. Reflecting on the interview in the notes immediately after

3. Watching the recording and updating the field notes

4. Applying codes and updating codebook

5. Applying codes again

6. Reviewing and relistening to sections relevant for each finding

These steps were taken for each interview. Although more passes of coding were
used for initial codebook development and testing. This process resulted in roughly
five hours of analysis work for each hour of interview data. That time expenditure is
significantly less than the six to seven hours reported for verbatim transcription of
interviews (Halcomb and Davidson, 2006).

The codebook consisted of a collection of codes, which each in turn had a
name/label, a description and an example where necessary (DeCuir-Gunby et al.,
2011). A spreadsheet was used to store the codebook, with a separate row for each
code and columns for each of the fields. Initial codes came from activities identified
in the literature review of agile release planning, defined concepts in Scrum, as well
as various terms and practices known in the organization. Additional codes were
added during the first round of coding, where new concepts arose. Existing codes
were also adjusted for clearer definitions at the same time. The first round of coding
served to test and develop the codebook (Roberts et al., 2019).

The process for applying the codes was adapted from suggestions by Neal et al.
(2015) and Parameswaran et al. (2020). Parameswaran et al. (2020) recommends
adding a timestamp and note for each occurrence of a code. Neal et al. (2015) instructs
to divide the interview into uniform length blocks, and to record which codes are
found in which blocks. I chose instead to break the recordings into blocks more
organically. Timestamps were added for any changes in speaker, so the beginning
of questions and the beginning of answers. A single answer could also be split into
several blocks, when there was a clear break in the answer or a change of subject.
This resulted in around three minute blocks on average, which worked well for further
analysis. Codes could then be applied to the blocks. Illustrative quotes from the
interviews were also transcribed into the blocks.

Ideas for findings for the diagnosis came from ideas in the field notes, the after
interview reflections and highlight quotes during coding. The findings were then
evaluated based on listening to the interview blocks matching relevant codes for
the finding. Then they could be either refined or discarded depending on how they
related to the original data. This allowed for reasonable confidence in the presented
findings.
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Notably the formation of findings did not proceed to any level of saturation, as
would be typical in grounded theory. Instead, the diagnosis ended when there were
enough findings to form a focal theory to drive the following action planning, and
some initial suggestions for what those actions could be.

3.3 Action Planning
The goal of the action planning phase is not only to plan the action to take during the
research cycle, but the researcher and client should also set the goals for that action,
decide how those goals should be assessed, and prepare to collect the data to make
that assessment (Staron, 2020). The principle of change through action states that
the planned actions should address the hypothesized causes of problems identified in
the diagnosis (Davison et al., 2004). How the action addresses the problems should
be guided by the focal theory (Davison et al., 2012).

The first thing to do for action planning was to form the action team. A call for
volunteer participants was made when the results of the diagnosis were presented at
a weekly organization wide meeting. This same call was also made within internal
communication channels. Both the researcher and the client should be motivated to
improve the situation for good action research (Davison et al., 2004). Having two
different options for possible targets for action helped with this, as the option with
more interested participants could be picked.

After selection, the research with the action team proceeded with meetings with
the action team. These meetings function as focus group interviews (Frey and
Fontana, 1991), where the practitioners in the team could express their views on the
subject at hand. In total the action team had two of these meetings. Both were held
over Microsoft Teams for the same reasons as for the diagnosis interviews and lasted
an hour.

The first meeting served as a kick-off for the action team. The agenda consisted
of discussing the results of the diagnosis, any ideas raised from those results, and
the possible actions that could be planned. This meeting was recorded for reporting
purposes.

The second meeting had a more specific agenda to form a consensus on the
followed points:

• Findings: What could be de-prioritized?

• Ideas: What could any achieved freed time be used for?

• Methods: What Action to take to create meaningful change?

• Goals: What is the goal of the Action for the organization?

• Evaluation Criteria: How do we judge whether or not the Action achieved its
goals?

• Focal Theory

• Research Questions
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Most of these items for the agenda come directly from the goals for the action
planning phase (Staron, 2020), with the first two points continuing on discussions
from the first meeting.

The collected data for this phase did not undergo any formal data-analysis since
results are based on consensus building with the action team.

3.4 Intervention
Intervention is the phase during which the planned action is taken in the client
organization (Staron, 2020). It is important to report the details of how the action is
applied, so that readers can judge the impact of those details on the final evaluation
of the actions. Relevant data about the intervention should also be collected to
support the evaluation (Staron, 2020).

The planned actions for the intervention consisted of new meetings and a rough
guideline to follow for individual Product Owners. The new meetings required
participation from all of the Product Owners in the organization, whereas it was
agreed that the guideline would be tried by Product Owners in the action team.

How the meetings were practically organized was planned together with one of
the internal agile coaches within the client organization, who also served as facilitator
for the meetings. All of the organized meetings were held over Microsoft Teams,
since remote work policies were still in effect.

A few minutes were reserved at the end of the meetings for feedback discussion.
This feedback was focused on the practical organization of the meetings. That is to
say, whether or not changes are needed to the structure or goals of the meetings and
if the facilitation went smoothly from the perspective of meeting participants.

Data collection of the intervention consisted of participant observation of the
meetings. Participant observation is a good way to capture actual behaviors during
meetings (Seaman, 1999). To ensure necessary observations were recorded a prepared
data form was used (Seaman, 1999). The form is available in appendix B. The focus
of what behaviors to observe follows from what data was decided to be needed for
evaluation during action planning. Analysis of the observation data is conducted as
part of the evaluation.

3.5 Evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation phase is to understand the impact of the action on
the organization (Staron, 2020). The goals for what to understand were set as part
of the action planning, and much of the evaluation follows from that.

Data was collected with semi-structured interviews. The semi-structured interview
is a good tool to gage the experiences related to the action from participants (DiCicco-
Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). Additionally the data collected of observations during
the intervention phase were used.

The method for interviews was similar to what was used for the diagnosis phase.
The interviews followed an interview guide (Kallio et al., 2016). Additional follow up
questions were asked where more depth was needed or new points of interest emerged
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(DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). The interview guide was formed based on
ideas what information is needed for evaluation discussed during the action planning
phase. The full interview guide can be seen in appendix C.

Interviewees were selected to get different perspectives on the effects of the action.
Two Product Owners from the action team were selected, and one developer from
each of their Scrum teams. Two Product Owners who did not participate in the
action planning were also interviewed. In total that makes six interviews, which
lasted about fifteen minutes each. The interviews were conducted over Microsoft
Teams. The calls were recorded after asking for consent for later use in data analysis.

The data analysis for evaluation was done by way of affinity diagram. Lucero
(2015) describes affinity diagrams as a good way to make sense of unstructured or
seemingly dissimilar qualitative data and suggests a process for forming the diagram
consisting of four stages: creating notes, clustering notes, walking the wall, and
documentation.

Creating notes means lifting data from observations and interviews onto physical
or digital sticky notes (Lucero, 2015). The observations from the intervention phase
were fit for making notes as is. For the interviews notes were made listening to the
recording and taking a note on anything note worthy. To help with that assessment
the observation guide in appendix B was repurposed. Each created post-it note also
had an identifier for its data source, so that it was easy to go back to the source once
the note was on the wall.

Clustering the notes means placing the notes on the wall one at a time and placing
similar notes close together (Lucero, 2015). Walking the wall consists of discussing
and pruning the forming categories on the wall, and continuing to add notes to the
categories (Lucero, 2015). Since a thesis is an individual research project, these two
steps were somewhat fused as one.

Once the categories are finalized, documentation consists of taking pictures of
the wall, writing the descriptions of the categories into an appropriate form, and
presenting the results to relevant stakeholders (Lucero, 2015). The main written
document here is of course this very thesis, and the results of the evaluation phase
were presented to the organization.

Following the principle of theory the evaluation of the intervention should be
informed by theory (Davison et al., 2004). Since grounded theory was used for the
instrumental theory during the diagnosis, the instrumental theory cannot readily
give an objective evaluation on the success of the intervention. The evaluation should
still be checked against the focal theory (Davison et al., 2012). Reflection on this
will also be included in the results for this phase.

3.6 Learning
The learning phase should be used to reflect on the previous cycle of research.
Following the cyclical process model an explicit decision should be made on if
additional cycles are needed, and if not the justification for the conclusion of the
project should be clearly reported (Davison et al., 2004). According to the principle
of learning both the researcher and the client should reflect upon the outcomes of the
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project (Davison et al., 2004). Before moving to a possible next cycle reporting and
documentation for the current cycle should be completed both targeted at academia
and for practitioners (Staron, 2020).
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4 Results
The results section is broken down following the structure of the canonical action
research cycle. First, organization background explains the context of the research.
Next, the researcher-client agreement establishes the agreed goal and focus for the
research project. Then there are sections for the results of each of the individual
phases of the cycle. Finally I summarize the main results of each of those phases in
the summary.

4.1 Organization background
Some background information on Procountor development is given here. This is
to provide the reader with context on the research of this study. This description
is based on internal documentation and onboarding materials, discussion with the
release manager, as well as my own experience from working at company.

Accountor Finago Oy is a Finnish provider of financial management software.
It is a part of Accountor Group, which offers financial management and payroll
administration services and software. Finago’s main product line is the Procountor
software suite. The line has a dedicated development organization called Procountor
development.

Procountor development consists of 13 development teams. There are about
90 people working directly in the development teams. Each team has a dedicated
Product Owner, who usually serves primarily in that role. Additionally there are
dedicated teams for operations and design, as well as various personnel in supporting
or management roles.

The teams are divided into five areas, which are titled

1. Invoicing and accounting

2. Salaries and Tax Interfaces

3. Integrations & Business Intelligence

4. Mobile & Core User Functionalities

5. Architecture, CI, Infra and Tools & Regression and Performance Test Automa-
tion

Each area has two to three teams, which work on things within that area.
The individual teams follow Scrum in their work. How ever, they have broad

freedoms to adjust their own processes to their needs. The teams use two week
sprints, and each has their own backlog. All backlogs are kept in JIRA, which is also
used for sprint boards.

The development organization is split between offices located in Espoo, Finland
and a near-shoring partner in Krakow, Poland. However, during the time of conduct-
ing the research for this thesis in the summer and fall of 2020 most employees were
working remotely.
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The development organization does not prescribe to any common framework
above the level of Scrum. That is to say that Procountor development does not use
SAFe or LeSS, for instance. Instead the used practices have grown organically over
time.

Much of the higher level decision making that constitutes release planning takes
place at committee, at least according to the documentation. Relevant bodies include
PUX, which is in charge of organization wide prioritization and roadmapping, the
Procountor Engineering management team, which among other things makes ‘major
technical decisions’, and OPEL, which is in charge of teams and resourcing.

Figure 2: The backlog prioritization process in Procountor development as shown in
internal documentation.

Figure 2 shows the high-level image of how requirements make their way to
development. Requirements are first placed into area backlogs from where they are
divided into team specific backlogs. Those are then prioritized and the resulting
work is pulled into sprints for implementation.

4.2 Researcher-client agreement
Davison et al. (2004) says that it is important to document and report how research
with clients is agreed and what that agreement is. In the interest of transparency
and good reporting, that will be explained here.

I was already working at Finago prior to the beginning of this study. When I
needed a topic for my master’s thesis, I had some discussion with various parties
within the company. In these discussions it came up that there was some general
dissatisfaction with how we plan work in the development organization.

We agreed on a research project with the admittedly vague goal of making some
improvement to our release planning practices in Procountor development. This goal
translates into an initial research question:

RQ1: What issues can exist in a software development organization’s agile release
planning practices?
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The general gist of the project was presented to relevant managers, and it received a
green light to go ahead.

My role as the sole researcher was to handle all the academic parts of the project.
I would gather data and go through the literature. We would plan and take the
action that makes the action research together with the practitioners, and I would
facilitate that change.

4.3 Diagnosis
Perhaps the key result of the diagnosis is to affirm the original suspicion that there
is something not quite right in the organization’s release planning processes, which
is what kicked off this entire research project. Based on the interviews I ended up
with the following diagnostic findings:

DF1: Heterogeneity between teams

DF2: Mostly independent teams

DF3: Difficulties lie in scaling over time

DF4: MVP process does not serve its intended purpose

DF5: PO’s are a funnel

DF6: Day-to-day workloop is detached from release planning

Notably these are not an exhaustive description of the release planning practices in
the organization or the issues therein. They are focused more on things that directly
affect the choice of action.

These findings were presented to the development organization at the end of the
diagnosis phase. They were also discussed with some management, who had similar
hunches on things.

Here I will elaborate on these findings in more detail. Then I will present some
intermediate conclusions based on those findings, as well as two initial suggestions
for possible actions to pursue.

Heterogeneity between teams

Specific practices for planning work vary a lot across teams. So, for instance, how
developers participate in drafting backlog items was different between different teams.
Some developers described receiving ready tickets, that could be pulled into a sprint as
is. Other developers said their team gets assigned larger epics, which they then break
down into tickets that fit into sprints together with the Product Owner. Interviewees
also reported different orders of what are called sprint planning part one and part
two in Scrum.

The differences in work practices are not surprising. The teams work on really
different things. So practices suitable for API development will be different from
those for a mobile application. Which in turn will both be different from batch jobs
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and integrations with banks. The teams have seemingly had the flexibility to adjust
their process to their needs and they have used that flexibility.

The takeaway here is that there is variance. I assume that the variance is here
for a valid reason and to serve some intended purpose. Any planned intervention
will have to accommodate for that flexibility. Any rigid and forcing model would
likely be met with opposition.

Mostly independent teams

Assignment of work to teams and teams to projects follows pre-existing set areas
of responsibilities. Teams also have "ownership" of existing features if something in
those features need to be fixed or future changes need to be made.

The division into areas works well enough. Or at least interviewees reported
being mostly satisfied with it. The general view was that each area requires specific
expertize, so that jumping frequently between areas would not be practical.

The area division also keeps teams from stepping on each others toes. Teams
don’t often need to directly coordinate sprint work with other teams and when they
do it is usually with only one or two other teams at once that are working on the
same project. So mostly the Scrum teams are able to work independently.

For the level of coordination that does take place several different practices came
up for how that is done. Existing practices include cross team code reviews, attending
other teams Scrum events, as well as shared communication channels and regular
meetings.

When problems with coordinating work between teams came up in interviews,
they were always followed by description of how those problems were identified and
what changes were subsequently made. So for instance one developer had had their
own work blocked by something they believed another team was working on, when
in fact the other team did not even have a ticket for it. This conflict had reportedly
been identified, and relevant changes made to shared practices.

The downside of these fixed areas is that resources are a bit set in stone. The
loss in flexibility means the organization can’t dogpile resources on specific projects,
as would be typical in Kanban.

All in all these rigid areas are not necessarily good or bad. However, I do suspect
that any changes to that structure would not be met favorably. This is something
that needs to be considered in the planned action. It also means that an action can
be applied to individual teams without significantly impacting the work of other
teams.

Difficulties lie in scaling over time

If we consider the two directions projects can scale, scaling over time seems to cause
more trouble for the client. It is not really one clear thing, more so a bunch of small
sources of friction.

Developers felt they occasionally did not have enough visibility into upcoming
work to successfully design solutions to problems worked on earlier. Instead when
new requirements come up they require unnecessary rework of the earlier solution.
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These little things then build up on long projects, which in turn leads to delays in
schedule. Project scopes and schedules are not flexible enough or do not reflect this
part of how projects go. Instead the projects end up with tails and with developers
feeling frustrated.

Projects have schedules and deadlines that come from somewhere higher up.
Often these do not reflect the actual effort needed for the project. Developers often
do not know where and how these schedules are set. They do not directly participate
in setting those estimates. This lack of visibility to decision making according to one
interviewee leads to speculation and the speculation is never flattering.

So in short release planning does not support those plans being followed through.
A lot of it is just a vague sense of unease with regards to release planning across the
development organization. And surely some of it is unavoidable, release planning is
a complex undertaking which is never going to be perfect. But ultimately it is this
finding that the intervention should address.

MVP process does not serve its intended purpose

The process for making "minimum viable product(MVP)" versions of projects was
the single most common answer when interviewees were asked to identify problems
with the existing release planning processes. In practice it often does not seem to
serve its intended purpose and leads to its own problems when used.

Several participants expressed dissatisfaction with how projects would have mile-
stones for an MVP, but in reality it functions as an excuse to cut corners. Then
once the MVP is released further work on the project is not done, since the schedule
and the budget for the project are finished. So the end result is being left with less
maintainable code overall.

Generally from the view of release planning this seems like a symptom of the
underlying issues. Hence, it won’t be explored further within the context of this
thesis.

PO’s are a funnel

Product Owners are the central medium through which most information on the
content and the context of backlog items is passed to developers. So not only the
knowledge of what should be done, but also the related background information
on where these items come from and why they are being pursued, are all funneled
through the product owner.

This is completely consistent with Scrum. And it is not necessarily a bad thing.
How ever, there is a certain risk with placing all your eggs in one basket. And as the
organization scales funnels risk becoming bottlenecks.

This also leaves product owners with a lot on their plate. They have to explain
and justify a really broad and complex view of things. They become the arbiters of
truth, who not only have to know and remember all the details, but are expected to
judge what is relevant for whom.

One developer noted that if the product owner gets overwhelmed the development
process breaks down quite quickly. Which just emphasizes the key role product
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owners have in how we do Scrum.
Product owners need to have had time to think about answers to questions. One

interviewee felt that when the product owner answers questions about backlog items,
the answers are much more useful, if the product owner has already considered that
view point somehow prior. This suggests that overburdening product owners may
lead to unexpected symptoms within release planning even before there are any
obvious problems.

Development workloop is detached from release planning

If we consider the regular activity that makes up most of the development work:
pull backlog items into sprint, break down into tasks, complete tasks in some way
and when a backlog item is "done", then lather, rinse and repeat, that entire cycle is
somewhat distant from the organizations release planning practices. So what I call
the "workloop" is detached from release planning.

There is an odd distance between the release planning activities and the day-to-
day workloop. It seems entirely possible to jot through the cycle of pull backlog item,
implement, evaluate and repeat without ever having to directly engage with the big
picture. Put simply backlog items and how they are communicated do not feature
any long-term structure.

This is not a property unique to our organization. Common definitions of user
stories say that they should be independent (Wautelet et al., 2014). Similarly the
client has guidelines for JIRA tickets that reflect this. Again this is not necessarily a
problem, but it could be worth considering.

From the perspective of developer the decisions for any long-term view happen
up there somewhere. Visibility into where, why and how the decisions are made is
quite limited.

Diagnosis conclusions

In summary it seems like a good idea to plan and try out the action for this research
for some limited part of the organization. Since the teams are quite independent in
their work this can be easily done, and focusing on only a few teams at once will
allow tailoring the solution to fit the needs of those teams if need be. If the action is
successful in reaching its goals, it can then be rolled out accordingly across the rest
of the organization.

The principle of change through action states that the problem and its hypothe-
sized causes should be specified as a result of the diagnosis (Davison et al., 2004).
Two hypotheses for possible contributors to the problem emerged that formed initial
suggestions for a focal theory:

1. In a situation where the role of product owners has been strained, freeing
up time for PO’s will make the agile release planning process work better for
everyone.
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2. Building in a long-term view into the content of how backlog items are docu-
mented and communicated will increase the presence of a long-term view in
the associated implementation work.

Both of these theories came with a paired pitch for an action to address them
and to test them out. The first would be to go through product owners role, tasks
and schedules and to ensure that enough time is available. The second would be to
update our conventions for backlog items and take those conventions into use.

4.4 Action planning
The action team was formed with three Product Owners and one designer. This
team formed around the first suggested theory from the diagnosis results, which was
selected since it piqued more interest within the organization.

The results of the meetings with the action team are in line with the theory built
in the diagnosis and the findings of that phase. Some updates were made and the
revised focal theory was:

As the Organization and the scale of the service have grown over time the
role of Product Owners has become strained, which in turn contributes to
friction and inefficiency within how our release planning practices work.
So we should be able to achieve more by freeing up time and cognitive
load for Product Owners and by pushing Product Owners to do less.

This focal theory is the central guideline for both the research and the action here.
The clarification of also needing to consider cognitive load is to rule out just doing
the same things faster or more efficient as a solution. There is a limit to how far that
line of thinking can go and stretching toward that limit risks burnout and other harm.
In general, I would consider that unethical, hence the clarification. The inclusion
of ‘pushing less’ comes from findings that some of the strain on the role of Product
Owners can come from external pressures.

In the meetings with the action team we identified various issues related to this
focal theory. To address these issues we decided on a three part action plan:

1. Target time-boxes for own planning work

2. Scrum of Product Owners

3. Retro of Product Owners

where the first item would be tried out by the Product Owners on the action team.
The two other parts would, however, require participation from all Product Owners.

The target time-boxes for own planning work mean setting aside and reserving
in their own calendars time for specific tasks. For all sprint planning and backlog
refining sessions the Product Owners should reserve at least the length of the session
worth of time for preparing for those sessions. That preparation can be used for
going over materials, reading, writing, really anything that seems useful.
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The time-boxes are the part of the action plan that follow most directly from the
focal theory. Hence it is also the part that is most central from a research perspective.
This is also the part that is most clearly grounded in the diagnosis data.

The Scrum of Product Owners is planned to be a meeting similar to the traditional
Scrum daily, except held weekly and for Product Owners from all teams. The goal
for this activity is twofold. The first is to contribute to regular knowledge sharing
on who does what and who knows what. The second is to identify and address
impediments in a timely fashion.

One of the sources of strain discussed in the action team meetings was having
access to information. Individual Product Owners do not have a full picture of all
parts of the product and the work being done on it. Getting relevant information
when it is needed can be a problem. Passive channels for getting help from peers
exist but are not adequately in use. For instance, often asking questions in Slack
channels does not lead to answers, so it does not feel worth the effort to even bother.
Whereas asking for help directly is sometimes limited by not knowing who might be
able to help. The Scrum of Product Owners can hopefully help with this.

The Retro of Product Owners similarly pulls influences from the Scrum retro-
spective. The participants will be all the Product Owners and the meeting will recur
monthly. The goal is to identify impeding and supporting factors for fulfilling the
Product Owner role, and to based on these factors create and implement action
points to improve working processes and conditions among our Product Owners.

The need for the Retro is apparent in both the focal theory as well as the
discussions with the action team. The focal theory we are using suggests that there
is a need to have a way to push back against sources of strain. And if that theory is
true, as the organization continues to grow, Product Owners will need active channels
to adjust how that growth affects them.

Many of the sources of strain discussed during action team meetings were separate
practical things in our processes. But they were not such that the action team could
address them directly, instead rough edges should be smoothed out when they come
up. However, there has not been an active channel for continuous improvements to
processes for Product Owners collectively. Hence the Retro.

The main goal of the organization for these actions is to find out if there is actual
merit to this focal theory, which could suggest the need for further structural changes
in the future. Each of the actions should also reach their own goals.

To assess whether or not this cycle of action reached its goals we will need to be
able to answer the following questions:

1. What changes did the practicing Product Owners notice?

2. What changes did their team notice?

3. What action points did the Retro lead to?

4. What impediments were identified in the Scrum?

Answering these questions will be part of the evaluation phase and details on how
these questions are approached can be found in the methods for evaluation.
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Additional research questions for this thesis were also formed at this stage. A
two-part question was added on top of the first research question presented in the
researcher-client agreement. The two parts are as follows:

RQ2: (a) What are the perceived effects of introducing practices to counteract
strain for Product Owners?

(b) Is there an improvement in agile release planning?

The first part asks what are the effects of the actions presented in this action plan.
Any and all noted effects should be considered as to try and avoid confirmation
bias towards the overall goal of this research project. The second part is there to
acknowledge the fact that the introduced practices come in the context of trying to
improve agile release planning in the organization. That will inevitably affect the
data collection and analysis needed to answer either part of the question.

4.5 Intervention
The first step in the intervention was to present the results of the action planning to
the organization.

All Product Owners in the organization were sent calendar invitations to the
Scrum of Product Owners and the Retro of Product Owners Accompanying the
invitations were pages in the organization’s internal wiki that explained the purpose
and structure of the meetings. These pages can be seen in appendices D and E.

Two instances of the Scrum of Product Owners and one instance of the Retro
of Product Owners were held as part of the intervention. Initial feedback for both
the meetings given at the end of the meetings was quite positive. The participants
felt that it was easy enough to take part, and that the structure served the goals of
the meetings. This is important since it means that those goals can be reasonably
evaluated. Had the meetings failed for some practical reason regarding how they
were organized, then any discussion on whether they served a valid need would be
moot.

The time-boxing guideline was tried by the Product Owners in the action team.
They were asked to set aside dedicated time before each Sprint planning and Backlog
refining for preparation. This preparation time could be used for going over materials,
reading, writing, structuring thoughts or anything else the Product Owners deemed
relevant. The important guideline was to reserve as much time for preparation as
the length of the corresponding meeting. At this stage there is nothing to report on
the reaction to the time-boxing guideline yet. That information will come as a part
of the evaluation.

4.6 Evaluation
The analysis of data collected during the intervention and from interviews for
evaluation resulted in the following categories:

1. Business as usual
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Figure 3: The affinity diagram created for the evaluation

2. Domain competence

3. Team resources

4. Fragmentation and Ownership

5. Role definition and self efficacy

6. Pressure, instability and stability

7. Time management

8. Team spirit

9. Action Feedback

The affinity diagram with the categories can be seen in figure 3. I will explain each
of the categories first and then summarize the conclusions of the evaluation next.

Category: Business as usual

This category contains notes on seemingly normal orders of affairs. Product owners
have been prioritizing backlogs, communicating with stakeholders, following up on
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feedback on new features and so on. Developers are proceeding with sprint work like
ironing out bugs for an upcoming release and implementation in general.

Various little hitches and minor impediments exist. These include slight mis-
communications in requirements and synchronizing work with external stakeholders.
These were also things that participants felt could be addressed, for instance in
development team retrospectives.

All of which seems like fairly normal application of Scrum. It is also in line with
results from the diagnosis, and fits with the generated focal theory well.

There has not been significant direct change attributable to the actions taken as
a part of this cycle of research. Which is not to say that change has not happened
since the diagnosis. On the contrary, participants reported that their teams have
made changes into how they plan their own work recently. Also the development
teams are working in different phases of projects, or on all together different projects
than they were several months earlier.

Category: Domain competence

This category contains notes related to the building, sharing and maintaining of
knowledge that Product Owners need for their role.

The most common type of impediment observed during the Scrum of Product
Owners meetings was problems related to access to knowledge. So any Product Owner
might lack information on some specific subject matter or existing functionalities in
the service, or they might not know where that information is available. The other
Product Owners were usually readily able to offer help with these, so it seems the
Scrum of Product Owners may be able to ease impediments on access to knowledge.

When moving to different areas of the service or starting new projects, there
seems to be a significant time expenditure for picking up the needed knowledge for
the Product Owner to successfully perform in their role. Even more so for newly
starting Product Owners in the organization.

Category: Team resources

An observed topic during the retrospective and Scrums was issues with team resources.
If a developer is away for some reason or leaves the company, teams need to react to
it. However, this does not really inform the focal theory or evaluation one way or
the other, so there is no need to discuss it further.

Category: Fragmentation and Ownership

Many parts of the organization’s planning processes and different responsibilities
were split between multiple people or committees. This fragmentation made it more
difficult for Product Owners to reason about those processes. It was felt that often
times it was not clear who had ownership or accountability of those processes and
responsibilities.

Taken together the fragmentation and lack of clear ownership make it more difficult
to make improvements to the organization’s processes. Some Product Owners noted
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that they had previously individually brought up issues with relevant managers,
that were now being targeted by action points from the retrospective. However, the
previous attempts at bringing up issues had not lead to anything.

The Product Owners felt that the collective nature of the retrospective could
help highlight priority improvement needs, and that the structured commitment to
those improvements would be more likely to lead to change.

Handling this challenge of fragmentation and ownership seems like something
that would get more difficult as the amount of people in the organizations grows.

Category: Role definition and self efficacy

Within the scope of the fragmentation of responsibilities in the organization the role
of the Product Owner had also become somewhat unclear on the edges. For instance
the Product Owners had used to participate in roadmapping, but no longer did. Not
participating in such long-term planning was viewed to make their work harder.

Not being able participate in setting goals and not contributing to decisions on
how those goals are reached was considered demotivating. The Product Owners
enjoyed being able to suggest improvements for their own working practices and felt
that the action points formed during the retrospective were relevant for their work.

Category: Pressure, instability and stability

This category contains the bulk of external strain noted in the role of the Product
Owner. The external strain consists of pressure to push out new features and
instability in priorities and overall goals.

Product Owners felt that the pressure to push out new features was detrimental
to their work. New projects starting on top of old projects means both difficulties in
wrapping up tails and insufficient preparation. Overall it was felt that this contributes
to lower maintenance code.

Product Owners reported that instability of priorities and goals caused a loss of
motivation for teams and inefficient work. Sudden changes to priorities undermine
trust in how those priorities are set. Inversely stability is enjoyed for providing
sufficient time to concentrate on the things at hand. Unpredictable goals do not
provide time for Product Owners to prepare for projects and pick up necessary
domain competence. This in turn can lead to development work feeling scrambled.

This is not to say that pressure for new features or changing goals are inherently
bad. Some pressure to get things done is surely a part of a competitive market and
adapting to change rather than sticking to plans is a core tenet of agile. So the point
is not that these should not be done. The question is instead how to apply these
constructively.

Category: Time management

This category contains notes on how Product Owners managed their own time. As a
topic it brushes up quite closely to the time-boxing action, which ultimately was not
fit for purpose. Going over these notes will hopefully illuminate why that is.
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There are a lot of different interests vying for Product Owners’ time. There also
is not a clear way on how different tasks for Product Owners should be prioritized.
Some Product Owners also worried that juggling too many things would inevitably
lead to some of those things accidentally being dropped. Looking at the focal theory
this seems like a source of strain.

When a Product Owner’s calendar gets filled too much, the first things to be
dropped or moved aside were often their own tasks. Trying to reserve time for
these tasks, however, fails to address the underlying issue of there simply being too
much on the table at once. On the other hand, when there is enough time, explicit
reservations are not strictly necessary. At that point it is more a matter of personal
preference. Although having some way of structuring and prioritizing their own work,
was considered a good idea by the Product Owners.

Secondly, the amount of time needed for different tasks by Product Owners varies
wildly. Interviewees noted that for instance a new epic could easily take half or even
a full workday to prepare for a Sprint planning or backlog refinement. On the other
hand, during the later parts of projects once the subject was already familiar, they
could get by with very little separate preparation. So having a fixed rule of thumb
does not really accommodate for that.

Category: Team spirit

This category contains notes on a sense of and the effects of team spirit between the
product owners.

The new meetings worked because of an air of mutual trust between the partici-
pants. Interviewees felt that discussions during the meetings were constructive and
that they could take part in the discussions openly. The Product Owners were also
quick to offer help when impediments came up during the Scrums.

The new meetings also contributed to an increased sense of team spirit. The
participants expressed that they enjoyed having regular shared possibilities to discuss
with other Product Owners. They also noted that they hadn’t previously really had
that possibility. Earlier they have had mainly a meeting called the monthly, which
however serves more as a reporting meeting and which doesn’t apparently have time
for meaningful discussions between Product Owners.

Category: Action Feedback

The category of action feedback consists of statements that form direct feedback
on the actions taken as part of this cycle. Product Owners enjoyed the clear goals
and structure for both the added meetings, and felt the amount of time reserved
for the meetings was fitting. Feedback for the retrospective was overwhelmingly
positive, whereas for the Scrum of Product Owners it was just mostly positive. The
time-boxing guideline was not seen as fit for its purpose, the reason for which is
explained under the category of time management.
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Evaluation Conclusions

In summary the Scrum of Product Owners and the Retro of Product Owners are
worth keeping. The time-boxing guideline was not fit for purpose and as such does
not merit taking into broader use.

The Scrum meetings uncovered impediments, which also prompted reactions
to help address those impediments from other Product Owners. Interestingly the
Product Owners mentioned the knowledge sharing aspect of the Scrums more as a
benefit, they felt it useful to regularly hear what their peers are working on.

The retrospective lead to action points that the Product Owners felt were mean-
ingful and relevant for their work. Moreover the meeting responded to a genuine
need to provide a way for driving continuous improvement, that is active, collective
and structured.

The main goal for all these actions was to find out whether there is merit in the
focal theory developed earlier in this study. The answer would seem to be yes. The
various sources of strain will need further work to be addressed.

The results of the evaluation do not directly contradict the focal theory developed
earlier. However, they do reinform and provide insight to many parts of it. Especially
the idea of what strain on the Product Owner role is and what effects the strain has
seem much clearer now.

4.7 Learning
Learning began with presenting the evaluation results to the client organization.
During the evaluation the taken action was assessed against goals set as part of
action planning, which were mainly reached. There is still the broader question
on how the overall goal for this research project has been achieved set as part of
the researcher-client agreement. That goal was to make some improvement in the
organization’s agile release planning practices.

As noted in the evaluation results there has not been significant direct change
attributable to the actions taken as a part of this cycle of research. So if the standard
for what counts as an improvement in planning were getting more or more valuable
work done, then no the goal has not yet been reached. Still, I think the Retro of
Product Owners and the Scrum of Products Owners are steps in the right direction
on that front, and serve a legitimate need in the organization.

There are still many things left to improve. For instance the evaluation results
contain many open questions that would be useful for practitioners and interesting
for research to look further into. Similarly, there was a second option of an action to
pursue at the end of the diagnosis, which could still be explored.

Unfortunately, this is a thesis project and the thesis has a deadline. It was decided
at the beginning of the project that there would only be time for one research cycle.
Hence, further cycles of action will not be conducted for the time being.

The research project received positive feedback from research participants and
managers. Surely this is partly due to the collaborative nature of canonical action
research. There was also an open and accepting atmosphere towards change, which
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should hopefully be true for any agile software organization.

4.8 Summary
To give a more concise overview of the results of this research cycle, it is good to go
over the outcomes of the different phases again in brief. Table 1 shows a summary of
the key results for the different phases. Each phase added to the understanding of
the issues in agile release planning being studied in their own way.

Table 1: Summary of the results for the different phases.
Phase Key methods Key results
Diagnosis 7 semi-structured interviews,

grounded theory
Identified relevant findings in
agile release planning including
PO’s being central to effective
following of release plan and
that challenges are in planning
work over time. Formed initial
focal theory of PO role strain.

Action planning 2 action team meetings Decided on actions of time-
boxing, Scrum of PO’s and
Retro of PO’s. Refined focal
theory.

Intervention Participant observation Actions were successfully taken
so they can be meaningfully
evaluated.

Evaluation 6 semi-structured interviews,
affinity diagramming

Time-boxing was considered
not fit for purpose. Scrum
of PO’s and Retro of PO’s
got good feedback and are con-
tinued. Identified sources of
PO role strain, challenges with
changing priorities, and diffi-
culty of continuous improve-
ment of agile release planning
at scale.

Learning Reflection Considered topics for further
cycles. Concluded research
project for scheduling reasons.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Answers to research questions
RQ1: What issues can exist in a software development organization’s agile
release planning practices?

Defining the role of the Product Owner can be an issue, and as the organization
and service scale that role can become strained. Sources of strain include balancing
different interests, prioritizing their own tasks and time usage, and responding to
pressure to push out new features. Heikkilä et al. (2017) finds that defining the
responsibilities of Product Owners is a challenge in organizations that have recently
begun using agile. I can add that it is still a challenge in a more established agile
organization.

A lack of clear priorities and fluctuating goals can cause problems. Changing
priorities can erode confidence in how those priorities are set leading to lower
motivation and commitment to those goals. Quickly changing goals also do not
provide Product Owners enough time to pick up necessary domain competence to
perform their role. Paasivaara et al. (2012) has noted that clear priorities are needed
to successfully scale the Product Owner role.

The inherent complexity of agile release planning at scale is in itself a problem. The
fragmentation of different roles and responsibilities, and the lack of clear ownership of
different parts of the process together make it more difficult for people participating in
the release planning and users of the subsequent release plan to suggest improvements
to the process.

RQ2: What are the perceived effects of introducing practices to counter-
act strain for Product Owners? Is there an improvement in agile release
planning?

To start with the most certain effect, the introduced new practices take time and
effort. The practices that the organization decided to keep are two meetings called
the Scrum of Product Owners and the Retro of Product Owners that take 30 minutes
a week and 60 minutes a month, respectively.

The Scrum of Product Owners had the stated goal of sharing knowledge between
Product Owners and addressing impediments in a timely fashion, both of which it
managed to do. The participants felt that hearing what other Product Owners were
working on was interesting and useful for themselves.

The Retro of Product Owners was aimed at generating action points that lead
to meaningful change in the ways of working within the organization. The meeting
lead to action points that participants felt were meaningful and relevant for their
own work. Whether or not those action points result in change remains to be seen.

Product Owners enjoyed having meetings focused on discussions between each
other. The participants felt that it was useful to hear what other Product Owners
were doing, and that having shared activities added to a sense of the Product Owners
being a team. Similar benefits of regular meetings between Product Owners has
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previously been reported by Berntzen et al. (2019). Both Paasivaara et al. (2012)
and Bass (2015) emphasize the importance of the Product Owners forming a team.

The introduced practices were added as part of a project trying to improve agile
release planning within the organization. As to the question of whether there was an
improvement the short answer is no, at least not directly, at least not yet. If we take
the stance that the metric for better release planning is getting more work done or
more valuable work done, then there has not been improvement by that metric yet.
The introduced practices are instead more tools to support slow and gradual change,
the effects of which would require further research.

If we instead take the stance that the difficulty for participants in the process to
suggest and achieve changes to how agile release planning is done is in and of itself
a problem in agile release planning, then there has been an improvement. Product
Owners were confident that the Retro could lead to real change and enjoyed having
a channel to bring up things that were issues for them.

There is also the likely but indirect effect of the Retro of Product Owners. It
seems quite clear that Product Owners have a central role in how the release plan is
communicated to developers and followed. Hence many things that are issues for
Product Owners are issues in agile release planning.

5.2 Limitations
In the spirit of constructivism the results of this study are quite context dependent.
Few claims can be made on the generalizability of the findings. Similar ideas may
be true for other organizations around the same size that employ a similar way of
scaling Scrum.

The traditional way of reporting on threats to validity is considered unfitting for
constructivist research (Easterbrook et al., 2008). Dittrich et al. (2007) proposes
some criteria for evaluating the quality of qualitative research. Creswell and Creswell
(2017) proposes some strategies for improving the validity of constructivist research.
I will discuss the ones that require separate reporting here.

To start with the good news, both Creswell and Creswell (2017) and Dittrich et al.
(2007) suggest the use of triangulation for better qualitative research. I would argue
that the way canonical action research was used in this study has a strong element of
triangulation built in. Member checking is also recommended as a practice (Creswell
and Creswell, 2017). Again, with the emphasis on collaboration this is built into
canonical action research.

Possible biases should be clarified openly (Creswell and Creswell, 2017). Staron
(2020) notes that there is a risk of bias particular to action research from the
engagement of the researcher and participants to the actions. Put simply I would
like for the actions taken to be successful, and I do not believe the effects of that can
be fully nullified.

Perhaps the biggest limitation of this research is one of scope. There are many
voices and perspectives that are not present in the research, even though they
would surely be relevant for understanding the agile release planning practices of the
organization. The thesis very explicitly does not answer the question of what agile
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release planning in this organization is, nor would I claim to know fully at this point
in time. Someone might think it odd to identify issues in a system, without fully
understanding what that system is, but that is what has been done.

The diagnosis also did not proceed to any level of saturation, and there was only
a single cycle of action. That means that the issues reported in the answer to the
first research question are by no means a complete list of all the issues within the
agile release planning practices of the organization. There are just some issues that
have so far been identified and understood.

5.3 Suitability of applied methods
The principle of learning through reflection instructs that results should be considered
in terms of the general applicability of canonical action research (Davison et al.,
2004). The use of instrumental and focal theories, as well as their interaction with
each other, should also be reflected on (Davison et al., 2012). Dittrich et al. (2007)
also suggests that qualitative research in software engineering should reflect on the
applicability and the usefulness of the chosen research design. I will discuss these
topics here.

In general I find the use of canonical action research worked well for this project.
The 5 principles and the 31 accompanying criteria introduced by Davison et al. (2004)
structured and guided the research project well. They served as good guidelines for
a first time researcher on a larger project. The framework helped make balancing
scholarly and practical interests easy enough.

Before the beginning of the research projects the option of a case study was also
considered. With the benefit of hindsight I think the choice of action research was
the better choice for the client organization. After all the research resulted in relevant
change in the organization.

I do not think the results of this study would have been achieved by a different
methodology. Much of those results is built on the immediate reaction to the actions
taken, and would not have been visible by way of case study for instance. The distinct
use of focal and instrumental theories played a strong role in guiding the academic
output of this thesis.

The focal theory should be selected informed by the instrumental theory (Davison
et al., 2012) Since grounded theory was used for instrumental theory during the
diagnosis, and the developed theory there was used as the focal theory, it is quite
straightforward to see how one lead to the other. It is nevertheless interesting to
consider how the details of how the diagnosis was conducted influenced the focal
theory and the remainder of this research project.

The diagnosis was built on individual in-depth interviews with a focus on different
activities that fall under the umbrella of agile release planning. The resulting findings
and the action taken based on the results of the diagnosis was centered around
individual agency. The point here is, that had we together with the client wanted to
change, for instance, the structure of decision making that goes into the organization’s
agile release planning, then the data collection and analysis should have been built
around understanding what that structure is.
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Davison et al. (2012) views that the focal theory should not be tweaked, adjusted
or changed based on the outcome of the intervention. I disagree. The immediate
reaction to the action provides a unique probe into the underlying issues that are
being addressed. It would seem foolish not to take the insight into account while
theory building. Of course, care must be taken in analysis that any updates to
the focal theory do not contradict the data collected before the action. But this
can be achieved by re-examining the relevant parts of that earlier data, similar to
how updates to generated theory would be formed after additional cycles of data
collection and analysis typically in grounded theory.

The continued development of the focal theory throughout the research cycle
maybe a special case of combining grounded theory with canonical action research.
The specific combination merits further discussion and methodological development.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Implications to practice
This thesis describes two practices in detail, the Scrum of Product Owners and the
Retro of Product Owners. Organizations where the issues identified in this thesis
sound familiar may benefit from taking these practices into use. For a Product Owner
team to be an actual team they should have shared practices and activities. Regular
chances for Product Owners to discuss with each other can help with this. For
Product Owners to be able to achieve continuous improvement in the ways that they
work, they need an active, collective and structured way to drive that improvement.

Organizations should also be mindful of their Product Owners. As agile orga-
nizations grow the role of Product Owners can become strained. Since Product
Owners have a central role in how agile release planning works, this strain can have
a negative impact on the performance of the entire organization. Special care should
be taken so that Product Owners have working conditions in which they can work
to the best of their abilities.

Furthermore, this thesis demonstrates that canonical action research can be
used to the benefit of software development organizations. Working in cycles and
seeking to actively improve ways of working should be familiar concepts for any agile
organization. Many of the methods used here could be used by any agile organization
to help their own efforts in continuous improvement.

6.2 Implications to theory
This thesis provides a rich and detailed description of the use of canonical action
research in the context of software engineering. It adds to the body of knowledge on
agile release planning and the role of Product Owners in scaled agile organizations,
building on top of works such as Berntzen et al. (2019), Heikkilä (2015), Heikkilä
et al. (2017), and Paasivaara et al. (2012).

This is to my knowledge the first study into issues in agile release planning by
way of action research. The rigorous effort to mitigate or solve some of the found
issues gives a new perspective and more depth to the understanding of those issues.
The issues identified include strain on the role of Product Owners, the effects of
changing priorities, and the difficulty for different parties to suggest improvements
to how agile release planning is done.

6.3 Future research
As is the case with any research conducted in a single setting, the ideas explored in
this study should be looked into in other organizations as well. There are also plenty
of natural continuations for the research completed here so far.

Perhaps most immediate would be prolonged observation of the introduced new
practices within the organization. Especially interesting will be to see the future
development of the Retro of Product Owners. What changes will it lead to? What
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problems is it able to address? Answers to these questions would likely be useful
additions to the broader literature.

Topics for further cycles of canonical action research were considered as part of
the learning phase. One is how to apply flexible priorities constructively for the
development organization. Another is how to make requirements artifacts like user
stories better support a long-term view of development work.
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A Release Planning Interview Guide

Intro
Explain the practicalities of the interview and why it is being done. Then ask for
permission to record the interview and remember to start recording.

Background
• Who are you?

• What role do you work in?

• What team do you work in?

• How long have you been at the company?

Team level working practices
Goal is to find out what day to day / within sprint work is like

• Do you work following Scrum?

• How do you decide what work comes into the sprint?

• How are those work items communicated?

• How can you get more information if needed?

Participation and familiarity with existing release planning
Goal is to understand how the previous work relates to higher level goals

• Where do the work items come from?

• Do you affect work items before they are pulled into the sprint? What ways
can you interact with them?

• How about before items are placed in the backlog?

• How is it decided which team gets what work items into their backlog?

• How is the effort for these work items estimated?

• How are schedules for work set?

• Does the work of other teams affect items you are working on? Or your work
to others? How?

• How is work coordinated between teams in these situations? How do you
interact?
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Opinions
Goal is to understand how they feel about the current processes

• How well do you feel the existing release planning processes support your work?

• Prompt for opinions on the following topics

– Deciding what should be done? Prioritizing?
– The requirements artifacts ie JIRA tickets, user stories?
– Deciding how work should be done? Larger architecture?
– Deciding who should do what? Splitting work between teams?
– Estimating and scheduling?
– Communicating upcoming plans and work? Knowledge sharing?

• What would you like to see improved?
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B Observation Data Form
• Date:

• Participants:

Observe and make notes of the following:

Key Name
DT Discussion Topic
I Impediment
R Reaction to impediment
AP Action point
C Change
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C Evaluation Interview Guide
Explain the context of the interview, ask for permission to record, start the recording

Questions for developers
• What have are your team currently working on? What were you working on

during the previous sprint?

• How do you feel about your current work items? How were they communicated
to you?

• How did your previous Sprint Planning go? And backlog refining?

• Have you noticed changes in how planned work is communicated to you recently?
What?

Questions for Product Owners
• What was the Scrum of Product Owners like?

• Did it feel like a useful use of your time?

• What was the Retro of Product Owners like?

• Were the discussions and the resulting action points there relevant for you?

• Did it feel like a useful use of your time?

These questions only for Product Owners who practiced the time-boxing

• How much time did you use for the personal work time-boxes?

• How did it feel fitting that time in your calendar?

• What did you spend that time on?

• Did you notice an effect on meetings from the preparation time-box? What?

• Did you notice other changes in your own working practice related?

• Would you or would you not recommend this practice to your peers? Why?
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D Scrum of Product Owners
The Scrum of Product Owners is a weekly meeting for all product owners.

Goal
• Regular knowledge sharing between PO’s on who is doing what

• To identify and address impediments in a timely fashion

Schedule and Agenda
Time-boxed to 30 minutes

• Intro (2 min): Go over the practicalities of the meeting and make sure everyone
is online/present

• Round (2 min per person):

– Each participant in turn answers these questions:
∗ How are you performing in your role currently?
∗ Is there something impeding your work?

– Immediate follow up discussion with other participants within the given
time-box

– If there is more discussion than the time-box allows for it can be either
continued after the initial round is over

– Or if the discussion concerns most of the participants it can be continued
immediately with timing at the discretion of the facilitator

• Follow up discussions

– The facilitator and participants can suggest topics to go over in more
detail after the round is over

– But they can also be scheduled for later if there is a pressing reason
– If the topics don’t concern you, you are free to go

Guidelines for the Facilitator
• Make sure everyone knows when their up during the round

• Keep things moving smoothly

• Take notes on possible discussion points to be continued after the initial round
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E Retro of Product Owners
The Retro of Product Owners is a monthly meeting between PO’s aimed at continuous
improvement of our working practices.

Goal
• Identify activities/tools/processes/things that do not support work, block or

prevent fulfilling the role of PO

• Identify and share practices that support or make easier fulfilling the role of
PO

• Form Action Points that lead to meaningful change in our ways of working

Agenda and Schedule
Time-boxed to 60 minutes

• Intro (2 min): Go over the practicalities of the meeting and make sure everyone
is online/present

• Topic formation and selection (5 min): Select themes for things to look into
during this retro

• For each topic (15-30 min):

– Discuss and answer the following questions:
∗ What is the issue? What does it mean?
∗ What is the impact of the issue on your own and your team’s work?
∗ What could be underlying causes that contribute to the issue?
∗ Do we already have some practices in place that can help with the

issue?
∗ What changes can we reasonably suggest to try and mitigate the

issue?
∗ Do we need more information to make those changes? What?

– Form Action Points based on the discussion:
∗ Should have an idea on who, what, when and how

Topic formation
Ideas and suggestions for topics can be added in advance here
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